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Problem. Gaussian mixture

f(y) = pf1(y) + (1− p)f2(y)

wheref1 ∼ N(µ1, σ
2
1) andf2 ∼ N(µ2, σ

2
2). Assume

parametersµ1, µ2, σ
2
1, σ

2
2 are known. We will estimate

parameterp by maximizing the likelihood function using
the EM algorithm.

The likelihood function is

f(p|y) =
n∏

i=1

[pf1(yi) + qf2(yi)]

whereq = 1− p. The loglikelihood is

L(p|y) =
n∑

i=1

log[pf1(yi) + qf2(yi)].

Solving
∂L(p|y)

∂p
= 0

to maximize the loglikelihood is complicated so we ar-
gument data with latent data and apply the EM algo-
rithm.

Solution.Let X be a Bernoulli random variable with
P (X = 1) = p. Let Y ∼ f1 if X = 1 andY ∼ f2 if
X = 0. Then the joint densityf of (X, Y ) is

f(1, y) = pf1(y), f(0, y) = qf2(y).

This can be written compactly as

f(x, y) = [pf1(y)]x[qf2(y)]1−x.

The marginal density ofY is obviously

f(y) = pf1(y) + qf2(y).

The conditional probability ofX givenY is then

f(x|y) =
[pf1(y)]x[qf2(y)]1−x

pf1(y) + qf2(y)
.

Notef(x|y) is a discrete probability function not a den-
sity. Trivially the conditional expectation

E(X|y, p) = f(X = 1|y, p) =
pf1(y)

pf1(y) + qf2(y)
. (1)

For each observationYi, we argument it with missing
dataXi which is Bernoulli with the above property. The
likelihood for the complete data(x, y) is

f(p|x, y) =
n∏

i=1

[pf1(yi)]xi [qf2(yi)]1−xi

So the loglikelihood for the complete data is

L(p|x, y)

=
n∑

i=1

xi log[pf1(yi)] + (1− xi) log[(qf2(yi)]

Now we take expectation and getQ function

Q(p|p0, y)
= E[L(p|X, Y )|y, p0]

=
n∑

i=1

E(Xi|y, p0) log[
pf1(yi)
qf2(yi)

]
+ log[qf2(yi)]

From equation (1),

E(Xi|y, p0) =
p0f1(yi)

p0f1(yi) + q0f2(yi)
.

Neglecting parts that do not containp,

Q(p|p0, y) =
n∑

i=1

p0f1(yi)
p0f1(yi) + q0f2(yi)

log
p

1− p

+n log(1− p) + · · · .

MaximizingQ by ∂Q/∂p = 0, we get

p =
1
n

n∑

i=1

p0f1(yi)
p0f1(yi) + q0f2(yi)

.

Based on this, we set up iteration

p̂j+1 =
1
n

n∑

i=1

p̂jf1(yi)
p̂jf1(yi) + (1− p̂j)f2(yi)

(2)

with arbitrary initial estimatêp0 = 0.5. It will converge
quickly after 10 iterations.



Problem 47. Derive iterative scheme similar to
(2) for estimating 3 parametersp, µ1, µ2 in the two
component Gaussian mixture model simultaneously and
apply it to the sagittal image. Assumeσ2

1, σ
2
2 are known

and equal to the sample variances.

Homework 6. This is the final homework. Solve
problems 41- and any other previous unsolved problems.
Due: April 30 Friday 11:00am.
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